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Abstract 

Multi-decadal groundwater level records, which provide information about long-term variability and 

trends, are relatively rare. Whilst a number of studies have sought to reconstruct river flow records, 

there have been few attempts to reconstruct groundwater level time-series over a number of decades. 

Using long rainfall and temperature records, we developed and applied a methodology to do this using 

a lumped conceptual model. We applied the model to six sites in the UK, in four different aquifers: 

Chalk, limestone, sandstone and Greensand. Acceptable models of observed monthly groundwater 

levels were generated at four of the sites, with maximum Nash – Sutcliffe Efficiency scores of between 

0.84 and 0.93 over the calibration and evaluation periods, respectively. These four models were then 

used to reconstruct the monthly groundwater level time-series over approximately 60 years back to 

1910. Uncertainty in the simulated levels associated with model parameters was assessed using the 

Generalized Likelihood Uncertainty Estimation method. Known historical droughts and wet period in 

the UK are clearly identifiable in the reconstructed levels, which were compared using the 

Standardized Groundwater Level Index. Such reconstructed records provide additional information 

with which to improve estimates of the frequency, severity and duration of groundwater level 

extremes and their spatial coherence, which for example is important for the assessment of the yield 

of boreholes during drought periods. 

 

Introduction 

Good quality, multi-decadal records of groundwater levels are important because they enable a better 

understanding of natural variability and trends in groundwater levels, including the impacts of recent 

climate changes (Chen et al., 2004; Hanson et al., 2006; Chen and Grasby, 2009; Little and Bloomfield, 

2010; Holman et al., 2011; Stoll et al., 2011; Jackson et al., 2015). In addition, they support more 

accurate assessments of the frequency, persistence and severity of extreme groundwater levels, 

which inform water resource and risk planning (Rutulis, 1989; Butterworth et al., 1999; Peters et al., 

2006; Bloom field and Marchant, 2013). However, such long-term groundwater level records are 

relatively rare. In most parts of the world short groundwater level records, of at best a few decades, 

are the norm, with hardly any records starting prior to the mid-20th century (Jousma and Roelofsen, 

2004). Consequently, there is a need for robust and flexible methods to reconstruct groundwater 

levels to lengthen relatively short observational records. 

There is a mature literature on the reconstruction of river flows from climate data, refer for example 

to Jones (1984), Jones and Lister (1998), Jones et al. (2006), Bartl et al. (2009) and Wen (2009), and 

references therein. In contrast, there have been few previous attempts to reconstruct groundwater 

levels (Schilling and Einfalt, 1982; Chelmicki et al., 2002; Ferguson and George, 2003; Conrads and 

Roehl, 2007; Najib et al., 2008; Perez-Valdivia and Sauchyn, 2011). Groundwater studies have either 

used a variety of statistical or neural network models that typically relate groundwater levels to 



climate records or proxies for climate records. Statistical or process-independent methods such as 

neural network models have been favoured because, for many sites, the development of physically 

based, process models (such as distributed groundwater models) based on a full water balance 

requires more hydrogeological, hydrological and climate data than are often available to condition the 

models and also needs a level of conceptual understanding of the system that is not easily achievable. 

Schilling and Einfalt (1982) reconstructed approximately 5 years of groundwater level data. They used 

a multivariate stochastic linear model of groundwater level as a function of internal persistence, 

external hydrological variables (precipitation and actual evaporation), artificial withdrawal and 

stochastic disturbances. Ferguson and George (2003) used a stepwise multiple linear regression as a 

function of temperature, precipitation and tree ring width to reconstruct mean annual groundwater 

levels. First, a principal component analysis was performed to explore if the hydrometric networks of 

interest contained any sub-groups related to location or hydrogeological setting. This identified two 

sub-groups. The groundwater levels of these groups were then correlated against seasonal and annual 

instrumental climate (temperature and precipitation) and tree ring data for lags of zero to five years. 

Using a 32-year calibration period their model was able to explain ~72% of the variance. They then 

used the calibrated model to reconstruct annual groundwater levels between 1907 and 1965. 

Chelmicki et al. (2002) used artificial neural networks (ANNs) to reconstruct monthly groundwater 

levels between 1901 and 1960 using air temperature and precipitation data. Conrads and Roehl (2007) 

also used ANN models to reconstruct hourly groundwater levels. Groundwater level records from 

observation boreholes close to sites where groundwater levels were being reconstructed were used 

to train the ANNs. The ANNs were effective in modelling groundwater levels over the calibration 

period and were used to reconstruct groundwater levels up to periods of eleven years. 

Najib et al. (2008) reconstructed daily groundwater levels over a 40-year period to assess the 

frequency of extreme groundwater levels and associated flooding caused by groundwater discharge 

from a fractured carbonate aquifer in south-east France. They developed a model composed of two 

modules based on simple time- stepping functions. The first is a soil water accounting algorithm that 

relates potential recharge to rainfall, potential evapotranspiration (PET) and soil storage. The resulting 

recharge time-series was used in the second module, which calculates the groundwater level based 

on linear storage, and non-linear discharge, groundwater head-dependent functions. The model has 

five non-physically based parameters, and for the case study borehole was calibrated against observed 

levels for a one- year period, September 2002 to October 2003, achieving a Nash – Sutcliffe Efficiency 

(NSE; Nash and Sutcliffe, 1970) of 0.74. It was then applied to reconstruct post- 1960 levels, which are 

used for flood frequency analysis. The model fi t to the observed groundwater levels is reasonable 

over the one-year calibration period. However, there was no assessment of its performance over a 

separate evaluation period, even though it was used to simulate extremes in a fractured, karstic 

aquifer, and no assessment of model uncertainty was undertaken. 

Perez-Valdivia and Sauchyn (2011) used tree ring chronologies to reconstruct mean annual 

groundwater levels in two observation wells in Alberta, Canada. They developed step-wise multiple 

linear regression models based on predictors formed from the five most correlated chronologies and 

achieved reasonable fits to the 36- and 42-year observed records; models with adjusted R2 values of 

0.71 and 0.47 were achieved. Whilst the two records were modelled over the relatively long periods 

of 354 and 105 years, this approach only allowed annual levels to be reconstructed. None of these 

previous models were evaluated against long observational records, so their performance outside the 

calibration period was untested. In addition, measures of confidence associated with the estimates of 

reconstructed groundwater levels are generally not available. We addressed these limitations in this 

study and present a methodology for reconstructing monthly multi-decadal groundwater levels, in our 



case back to 1910, from shorter groundwater level observational records and longer climate records. 

To do this we used a conceptualized lumped aquifer model driven by monthly rainfall and PET time-

series. We applied the model to six sites in England across five of the major aquifers types within the 

UK: Permo-Triassic Sandstone, Magnesian and Jurassic Lime- stone, Lower Greensand and Chalk (Allen 

et al., 1997). Each model was calibrated and evaluated against observed groundwater levels, prior to 

its use for reconstruction. Calibration was performed through a Monte Carlo simulation process, and 

multiple acceptable or behavioural models were used to place uncertainty bounds on the 

reconstructed groundwater level time- series using the Generalized Likelihood Uncertainty Estimation 

(GLUE) methodology (Beven and Binley, 1992). We tested the methodology using one observed 

groundwater level record that extends back to 1836, assuming that we did not have pre-1970 levels. 

The results of the groundwater level reconstructions are discussed in the context of known drought 

and flood periods before the period of groundwater level observations, prior to conclusions being 

made regarding the further application of the approach. 

 

Model description 

To simulate and reconstruct groundwater levels we developed lumped groundwater models using the 

AquiMod code, the development and application of which are presented in detail by Mackay et al. 

(2014). AquiMod models groundwater level time-series at observation boreholes by linking three 

simple algorithms that simulate soil drainage, the transfer of water through the unsaturated zone and 

groundwater flow (Figure 1). It takes rainfall and PET time-series as input, and in this study we used a 

monthly time-step, although this can be adjusted. The soil module partitions rainfall between 

evapotranspiration, runoff and soil drainage, based on a four-parameter soil moisture accounting 

procedure. A Weibull distribution transfer function is then used to attenuate soil drainage through the 

unsaturated zone, over a number of months, n, before it reaches the saturated zone as groundwater 

recharge. This approach is similar to that applied by Calver (1997), in which a proportion of the soil 

drainage in each month is applied to the water table over the current month and a number of 

subsequent months. The Weibull function can represent exponentially increasing, exponentially 

decreasing and positively and negatively skewed distributions. It is used because it allows the 

exploration of different distributions, whilst being smooth, which is considered to be more physically 

justifiable than randomly selected monthly weights. Furthermore, this method requires only three, 

rather than the n+1 model parameters of Calver (1997). Outflows from the saturated zone are 

calculated using Darcian flux equations based on the aquifer hydraulic conductivity and the difference 

between the water table elevation and the elevations of the saturated zone outlets (Figure 1).  

AquiMod was selected for this study because it has been designed specifically for simulating 

groundwater levels at observation boreholes. It includes in-built Monte Carlo parameter sampling, it 

is fast to run and it has been shown by Mackay et al. (2014) to be able to simulate irregular 

groundwater hydrographs in a range of hydrogeological settings, for example in unconfined aquifers 

where hydraulic properties vary with depth. 

 

Model application 

Reconstruction sites. We applied AquiMod to reconstruct groundwater levels at six sites across 

England (Figure 2; Table I). These were selected to cover a range of the major aquifer types found in 

the UK. Individual boreholes were chosen based on the following criteria: 



1. The groundwater levels are not significantly controlled by surface water levels and are indicative 

of bulk aquifer storage. 

2. Groundwater abstraction in the catchment is small, and associated impacts on levels are likely 

to be insignificant. 

3. At least 20 years of monthly groundwater level measurements were available. 

The first of these criteria was assessed by examining the hydrogeological setting of the borehole and 

the pattern of groundwater level fluctuation. It is generally clear whether variability in observed 

groundwater levels is controlled by the stage of a nearby river, or whether levels predominantly vary 

in response to recharge, around a mean controlled by a distal surface discharge point. For example, 

the strong control of a river on a groundwater level record is often apparent when the annual 

maximum or minimum series varies little. This is not the case at the sites considered in this study. In 

the UK all groundwater abstractions pumping at an average rate greater than 20 m3day-1 require a 

licence. The second criterion was assessed using groundwater abstraction licence information 

provided by the regulator, the Environment Agency, as part of an earlier study that assessed the 

impact of future climate on UK groundwater levels (Prudhomme et al., 2013). 

The six sites are as follows: 

Bussels No. 7A: A 91 m-deep borehole drilled through 48 m of river terrace deposits into the Permian 

Dawlish Sandstone Formation in south-west England. The construction of the borehole is unknown 

but is likely to be cased out through the river terrace deposits. Monthly observed groundwater levels 

are available from November 1971 and have fluctuated between 22.9 and 25.3 m above sea level 

(a.s.l.) or 3.4 and 1.0 m below ground level (b.g.l.). The range of fluctuation in levels is associated with 

the specific yield of the overlying sands and gravels for which typical values will be in the range 5 – 

20%. Estimates of transmissivity derived from pumping tests in this aquifer (and for other sites), 

reported by Allen et al. (1997), are presented in Table I as are typical values of specific yield. 

Chilgrove House: A 62 m-deep borehole drilled into the unconfined Cretaceous Chalk aquifer in the 

catchment of the River Lavant in south-east England. Approximately monthly measurements of 

groundwater level have been taken since 1835 (we use this site as an evaluation of our methodology). 

Annual fluctuations are usually around 20 to 30 m, but monthly rises in level have exceeded 34 m. 

Transmissivity and storage development in the Chalk is associated with the widening of fractures by 

dissolution, which is more significant in the zone of water table fluctuation; typically there is a non-

linear decrease in transmissivity and storage coefficient with depth (Williams et al., 2006). 

Lower Barn Cottage: The depth and construction of this borehole are unknown. However, it has been 

used to monitor groundwater levels in the unconfined Cretaceous Lower Greensand Group, an 

important aquifer in south-east England, since 1975. The Group comprises a complex series of variably 

cemented clays and sands, which are approximately 9 m thick in this area. The heterogeneity of the 

aquifer produces a relatively irregular hydrograph, the annual mean of which is only 2.6 m b.g.l. 

New Red Lion: This site is located on the Jurassic Limestone in central England, a relatively fast 

responding fracture-dominated aquifer. The groundwater level time-series at this site represents the 

amalgamation of two records: that of the 50 m-deep Old Red Lion borehole, which was used to 

monitor groundwater levels from 1964 and 1981, and the New Red Lion borehole, of similar depth, 

94 m away, from which the 1981 – present record is derived. The borehole is located in a valley which 

is incised through the Oxford Clay Formation into the underlying limestone sequence. The 

groundwater level at the borehole varies from unconfined conditions, at minimum water levels, to 



con fi ned conditions at maxi- mum water levels. The degree of local aquifer confinement varies 

temporally and spatially. The hydrograph has an annual sinusoidal response with a seasonal variation 

generally of about 8 to 12 m. 

Skirwith: This 89 m-deep borehole has been used to monitor groundwater levels in the Triassic St Bees 

Sandstone in Cumbria, north-west England, since November 1978. At this location the aquifer is con 

fi ned. However, superficial glacial till cover is areally discontinuous and groundwater level fluctuations 

are driven by direct rainfall recharge over uncovered, unconfined sandstone. The groundwater level 

varies from a maximum level (131.6 m a.s.l.) lying within overlying superficial deposits to a minimum 

level (129.4 m a.s.l.) lying in the sandstone. The hydrograph exhibits an annual sinusoidal response 

but with many smaller peaks. 

Swan House: A 60 m-deep borehole penetrating the Permian Magnesian Limestone with a continuous 

groundwater level monthly record dating back to September 1973. The limestone is overlain by 26 m 

of glacial till, which confines the aquifer. Observed groundwater levels have fluctuated between 

approximately 78 – 90 m a.s.l. (17 – 5 m b.g.l.). Pumping test derived storage coefficients range over 

several orders of magnitude from 3.4 × 10-6 to 2.4 × 10-2 with an interquartile range of 1.3 × 10-4 to 8.0 

× 10-4 , although specific yield values are typically around 5% (Table I). 

Driving climate data. To calibrate and evaluate the AquiMod models against the observed 

groundwater level time-series, and to use them to reconstruct groundwater levels, rainfall and PET 

time-series were required for each catchment. In this study we used monthly climate time- series to 

simulate monthly groundwater levels. Monthly climate data were derived from the UKCP09 data set 

(Jenkins et al., 2008). This has been generated by the UK Met Office (Perry and Hollis, 2005) and 

provides time- series for a range of climatic variables on a 5 km grid across the UK, based on the archive 

of UK weather observations. Gridded values have been generated using regression and interpolation 

from the irregular station network, considering co-variates such as latitude and longitude, altitude and 

terrain shape, coastal influence and urban land use. This moderates the effect of changes in the station 

network on homogeneity, but the impacts of station commissioning and closure cannot be removed 

entirely (Perry and Hollis, 2005). For temperature variables the number of stations rose from about 

270 in 1914 to 600 in the mid-1990s, before falling to 450 in 2006. For precipitation the number of 

stations, for which monthly data are available, increases from approximately 200 in 1910 to 500 in 

1914. In the early 1960s the number of rain gauges in the UK monitoring network jumped from 800 

to 4600. The number peaked at 5700 in the early 1970s, before declining to 3000 in 2010 (Legg, 2011). 

The UKCP09 data provide monthly rainfall totals between 1910 and 2012, and we used the associated 

time- series for the 5-km grid cell in which the borehole is located. However, PET series are not 

provided. The physically based Penman–Monteith equation (Monteith, 1965) is recommended by the 

United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization for deriving PET (Pereira et al., 1999). This is used 

in the UK Meteorological Office Rainfall and Evapotranspiration Calculation System (MORECS) (Field, 

1983), which outputs a 40 × 40 km gridded monthly average PET dataset for the United Kingdom, 

between 1961 and present, based on synoptic station data and a modified version of the Penman–

Monteith equation (Monteith and Unsworth, 2008). However, records of the weather variables 

required for the Penman–Monteith equation are not systematically available prior to 1961. 

Consequently, we used the Blaney–Criddle method (Blaney and Criddle, 1950), which only requires a 

temperature input, to convert the UKCP09 monthly mean temperature data into PET. An assessment 

of the uncertainty in simulated groundwater levels because of errors in derived PET was beyond the 

scope of this study, but Kay et al. (2013) review a number of studies that compare the calculation of 

PET using equations of varying complexity and their use in hydrological modelling. They state that 

because PET is much less spatially and temporally variable than rainfall, relatively simple data are often 



sufficient to close a water balance in hydrological modelling. For example, they cite the study of Oudin 

et al. (2005), which evaluated 27 PET formulations applied to four rainfall-runoff models and more 

than 300 catchments in Australia, the USA and France. This study found that PET based on 

temperature or radiation often resulted in more accurate stream flow simulations than those using 

more complex formulae. However, given the very common use of MORECS PET in UK-based 

hydrological applications we bias corrected the Blaney–Criddle PET time-series against MORECS data 

using the equidistant quantile matching approach of Li et al. (2010a). This approach has an advantage 

over the traditional quantile matching approach in that it preserves any non-stationarity in the data 

that might have occurred over time. R-squared values calculated by comparing the resulting Blaney–

Criddle PET and MORECS data over the period 1961–2012 are greater than 0.95 at all six sites. 

We recognize that the use of monthly climate data to drive a soil-moisture accounting model, which 

runs on a monthly time-step, is known to underestimate potential recharge (Rushton, 2003). However, 

we have been restricted to this approach because appropriate daily time-series that could be used for 

reconstruction have not been available. Given that our aim was not to accurately quantify recharge 

but to simulate monthly groundwater levels, this was considered to be acceptable. 

Calibration and evaluation. Rather than calibrating AquiMod through an optimization procedure that 

searches for a best model, we applied a Monte Carlo process to identify sets of acceptable or 

behavioural models. Indeed, the concept of a best model is erroneous, considering that parameter 

values are inherently uncertain, and given considerations of equifinality as discussed by Beven (2006). 

Consequently, multiple sets of model parameters were sampled from user-de fi ned ranges to 

generate an ensemble of simulations at each site. 

Mackay et al. (2014) provide a detailed description of AquiMod, its application and parameterization, 

and we refer the reader there for a comprehensive description of its use. They also apply AquiMod to 

three of the sites considered in this study: Chilgrove House, Lower Barn Cottage and Skirwith. 

Consequently, we provide here a more concise description of the approach to AquiMod ’ s 

parameterization. Values for 16 AquiMod parameters must be de fi ned (Table II) before a simulation 

can be run. All of these could be treated as calibration parameters; however, we fixed the values of 

seven of them using available catchment information. The catchment length, Δ x, was specified as the 

length between the observation borehole and a single discharge point on a neighbouring, down-

groundwater flow gradient river based on an assessment of catchment geometry and hydrogeology. 

The catchment length and hydraulic conductivity parameters, Ki , are used in the calculation of 

discharges, Qi , through the outlets of the saturated zone model component (Figure 1) based on 

Darcy’s law and an equation of the form: 

�� = ����
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where Bi is an appropriately calculated saturated thick- ness, which depends on the current 

groundwater level and the elevation of the outlet being considered (Mackay et al., 2014). The 

catchment length parameter could be discarded by combining it with each of the hydraulic 

conductivity parameters. However, it is retained in AquiMod to enable users to think more easily 

about the physical system and to maintain the use of hydraulic conductivity, a basic hydrogeological 

parameter. Our approach to calibration is generally to fi x the catchment length parameter to a 

reasonable value based on an examination of the groundwater catchment size associated with the 

borehole and the distance between the borehole and catchment discharge points. Mackay et al., 2014 

discuss the interaction and calibration of the catchment length and hydraulic conductivity parameters 

further. Marsh and Hannaford (2008) provide values of catchment base flow index, and Boorman et 



al. (1995) present field capacity and wilting point values for UK soils. By analysing cross correlations 

between rainfall and ground- water levels, the n parameter of the unsaturated zone model 

component was set to the period over which there is a significant correlation at a 95% confidence 

level. The bottom outlet was set to the known bottom elevation of the aquifer based on geological 

and hydrogeological records held by the British Geological Survey (British Geological Survey, 2015). As 

Mackay et al. (2014) found, preliminary model runs showed that the upper two outlet elevation 

parameters significantly interacted with the hydraulic conductivity parameters. As such, a preliminary 

set of calibration runs were undertaken to determine elevation values for the middle outlet of each 

model that produced behavioural simulations to which they were subsequently set. 

The remaining nine parameters were calibrated. The elevation of the upper outlet was varied 

randomly within the zone of water table fluctuation. Values for the other eight parameters were also 

randomly sampled from uniform distributions with upper and lower bounds specified based on 

knowledge of the hydrogeology of the aquifers. Allen et al. (1997) provide estimates of hydraulic 

property values for UK aquifers, and this was used to constrain parameter ranges. Values for the 

parameters that were fixed a priori are given in Table II, as are the ranges of the parameters that were 

found to be behavioural over the calibration periods. To identify acceptable models we assessed 

performance over both a calibration and evaluation period. Except for the Chilgrove House site, the 

calibration and evaluation periods were de fi ned by splitting the observed ground- water level record 

approximately in half (Table III). The half of the record with the greatest range in groundwater levels 

was then selected as the calibration period. For Chilgrove House, the period 1970–2012 was split to 

de fi ne the calibration and evaluation periods. This site has an observed record that starts in 1836, 

and therefore, it was not actually necessary to reconstruct its post-1910 groundwater levels. However, 

we included it in this study as it provides a further evaluation of the approach. 

To assess uncertainty in the simulated groundwater levels over the calibration, evaluation, and 

subsequently the reconstruction periods we used the GLUE methodology of Beven and Freer (2001). 

This was first applied in a hydrological model application by Beven and Binley (1992) but has been 

applied to a wide variety of hydrological and environmental modelling applications since then (e.g. 

Freer et al., 1996; Piñol et al., 2005; Viola et al., 2009; Shen et al., 2012; Breinholt et al., 2013). In the 

GLUE approach the uncertainty in predictions is estimated using a set of behavioural models, which 

are weighted according to a likelihood measure describing how well they performed during 

calibration. GLUE is related to formal Bayesian analysis methods but implements an informal, or 

subjective, likelihood measure, rather than a formal model of the errors. To apply the GLUE 

methodology three assumptions must be stated explicitly: (i) what are the prior distributions from 

which the uncertain model parameters are sampled, (ii) which informal likelihood measure will be 

used; and (iii) what is the threshold value of this likelihood measure that differentiates behavioural 

and non-behavioural models. Given little information on prior distributions of calibration parameters, 

uniform distributions were selected in all cases in this study. Similar to many other applications of 

GLUE to hydrological models we adopted the NSE (Nash and Sutcliffe, 1970), as the likelihood 

measure. We selected a NSE value of 0.5 to represent the cut-off between non-behavioural 

simulations, which are discarded, and behavioural simulations. Given model run-time constraints, 106 

simulations were performed within each Monte Carlo run at a site. A significant number of behavioural 

models (Table III) were obtained at the four non-limestone sites where between 3.3 and 9.3% of the 

simulations were behavioural. However, at the two limestone sites, New Red Lion and Swan House, 

only 0.12 and 0.18% of the simulations produced NSE values greater than 0.5, respectively. 

Consequently, the Monte Carlo run was repeated for the limestone aquifers, and the number of 

simulations increased to 107 . The highest NSE obtained over the calibration period ranged between 

0.77 and 0.93 across the sites, with the sandstone and Lower Greensand models performing best 



(Table III). The simulated time-series over the calibration period are plotted in Figure 3. In addition to 

the observed data (solid lines), the hydrographs simulated by the model with the highest NSE (dashed 

lines), and the envelope of all behavioural models, are plotted. 

At all sites the ensemble of behavioural models, as represented by the GLUE 5 and 95% likelihood-

weighted prediction limits, performs well in bracketing all of the observations during the calibration 

period, except at New Red Lion, where the levels around the annual minima in 1965 and 1976 are not 

captured. In general, the models reproduce the inter-annual and multi-annual variability wells, 

particularly for example, at Lower Barn Cottage, which has a more irregular hydrograph. The major 

drought of 1976 is simulated particularly well by the best model of the Bussels No. 7A hydrograph. As 

an additional quantitative measure of the performance of the models during both the calibration and 

evaluation periods, we also calculated the containment ratio (CR) (Xiong and O ’ Connor, 2008). This 

index describes the proportion of observed values that are enclosed by chosen lower and upper GLUE 

likelihood-weighted prediction limits. Examples of its use in hydrological modelling studies include 

those of Xiong and O ’ Connor (2008), Li et al. (2010b), Franz and Hogue (2011) and Breinholt et al. 

(2013). We calculated the CR for each site using the 5 and 95% GLUE prediction limits, and for various 

NSE likelihood threshold values of 0.4 and above. These are listed in Table IV and plotted in Figure 4, 

which shows the difference in performance and the level of uncertainty between the non- limestone 

and limestone models over the calibration periods; CR values are less than 68% with a NSE likelihood 

threshold of 0.5 at the New Red Lion and Swan House sites, whereas CR values are all significantly 

higher for the other sites for this likelihood threshold. The purpose of calculating the CRs for different 

likelihood thresholds was to examine the impact that the selected threshold had on the uncertainty 

limits. The CR curves level off as the NSE threshold applied in GLUE reduces. Based on this plot the 

widely applied threshold of 0.5 (e.g. Mo et al., 2006; Mittman et al., 2012; Shen et al., 2012), which 

was selected a priori, was considered reasonable. 

All of the behavioural models over the calibration period were used to simulate groundwater levels 

during the evaluation period, and the NSE recalculated. The maximum NSE reduced slightly between 

the calibration and evaluation periods (Table III) at all sites except Chilgrove House, where it increased 

from 0.87 to 0.93. The number of behavioural simulations reduced between calibration and evaluation 

runs at all sites by between 43 and 75%. The GLUE prediction limits were calculated over the 

evaluation period (Figure 3) by using (i) all of the behavioural models over the calibration period and 

(ii) only those that achieved a NSE of 0.5 or above over the evaluation period. In addition to the 

observed data over the evaluation period, the median of the distribution of the likelihood-weighted 

time-series (dashed lines) is plotted in Figure 3. As for the calibration periods, the AquiMod models 

reproduce the inter-annual and multi-annual variabilities of the observed records over the evaluation 

periods well. The most significant low and high groundwater level events in the UK, in the period 

1970–2011, occurred during the drought of 1976 and the extremely wet winter of 2000/2001. It is 

notable that these events are simulated well by the models when they occur in the evaluation period. 

However, it is clear that the periods of lower than average groundwater level in the New Red Lion 

record during the 1990s are not simulated adequately. During the calibration process a number of 

tests were performed to attempt to improve the performance of the models of New Red Lion and 

Swan House. This included widening the sampled parameter ranges but this did not result in higher 

NSE values over the calibration periods. As Mackay et al. (2014) found AquiMod has not been able to 

reproduce groundwater levels as well at limestone sites. We attribute this to the simplified 

representation of the real vertical hydraulic conductivity and storage structure in these fracture 

dominated aquifers, which for example results in a flashy response to recharge when groundwater 

levels are high. We have since found that increasing the temporal resolution of the model from a 



monthly to a daily time-step significantly improves the simulation of extreme groundwater levels in 

limestone aquifers, but given access to monthly driving data only were not able to undertake this. 

CR values for the evaluation periods are given in Table IV. For the four non-limestone sites the CRs are 

all above 79%. For New Red Lion and Swan House, the CRs are 64.0 and 66.8%, respectively. The 

change in the CR value between the calibration and evaluation periods depends on the site. At 

Chilgrove House, New Red Lion and Swan House they differ by only as much as 4.5%. At Bussels No. 

7A, Lower Barn Cottage and Skirwith they decrease by between 8.5 and 10.8%. In addition to 

calculating the proportion of all the observations contained by the 5 and 95% prediction limits over 

the evaluation periods, we also calculated CRs for the values in the lower and in the upper half of the 

observed distribution. This provides a measure of the relative performance of the models in simulating 

low and high levels. From these CR values, also listed in Table IV, it is apparent that low levels are 

captured better at three of the sites (Bussels No. 7A, Chilgrove House and Swan House) and high levels 

captured better at two sites (New Red Lion and Skirwith). Levels in the lower half of the distribution 

are simulated particularly well at Chilgrove House, for which the associated CR is 100%. 

Reconstruction of groundwater levels. Based on the CRs and visual inspection of the ensemble of 

behavioural models over the evaluation period it was considered acceptable to use AquiMod to 

reconstruct the groundwater level records back to 1910 at all of the sites except New Red Lion and 

Swan House. Therefore, the models that achieved a NSE of 0.5 or above over the evaluation period 

were used to do this at the other four sites. All models were initialized by setting the groundwater 

level at the start of January 1910 to mean January levels. The end of the simulation period was the 

end of March 2012. The resulting simulated time-series are shown in Figure 5, in which the median of 

the ensemble of likelihood- weighted simulated levels (dashed lines) and the envelope of the 5 and 

95% prediction limits (grey bands) are plotted, in addition to the observed time-series (solid lines). 

 

Discussion 

The reconstructed groundwater levels enable a comparison of extreme events in the observed and 

reconstructed record. Additional information about groundwater level minima is particularly 

important, for example for the assessment of borehole yields during drought, which in the UK must 

be estimated by private water companies to comply with Government legislation (Misstear and 

Beeson, 2000). During the winters of 2000 – 2001, 2012 – 2013 and 2013 – 2014 many permeable 

catchments across south-east England and northern France experienced severe groundwater flooding 

in areas where it had not previously been observed (Habets et al., 2010; Hughes et al., 2011). Placing 

these maxima within the context of the longer reconstructed record would also enhance groundwater 

flood risk assessments. 

The major droughts in England and Wales since 1800 have been identified by Cole and Marsh (2006) 

and Marsh et al. (2007). These are summarized in Table V, in addition to the other less severe, but still 

significant, post- 1910 droughts that are described elsewhere (Royal Meteorological Society, 1948; 

Phillips and McGregor, 1998; Fowler and Kilsby, 2002; Lloyd-Hughes et al., 2009). The two most severe 

droughts between 1910 and 1970 are those of 1921–1922 and 1933–1934. The 1976 drought is taken 

as the benchmark event across much of England and Wales (Marsh et al., 2007), when flows in the 

majority of British rivers fell to their lowest recorded levels, and groundwater resources were severely 

impacted. The driest year on record over England was 1921 for which the annual rainfall total was 

approximately 570 mm (Met Office, 2014). The years 1933, 1964, 1973 and 1996 are the other four 

driest years within the rainfall record starting in 1910. 



These historical droughts appear in the reconstructed groundwater level records but their signals 

differ between the sites (Figure 5). The 1933–1934 drought is identifiable in all four reconstructed 

time-series but is more prominent at the three southern sites. Similarly, the 1921–1922 drought is 

more clearly distinguishable in the time-series of Bussels No. 7A and Lower Barn Cottage, and of 

Chilgrove House where the model reproduces the groundwater level observations very well. This is 

consistent with Marsh et al.’s (2007) description that these two droughts were more severe across 

southern Britain. The droughts of the early and late 1940s, and 1962–1964, are also distinguishable. 

Groundwater levels are simulated as being extremely low in 1949 at all sites except Skirwith. Lower 

than average levels are simulated to persist during the early 1960s at all sites, but are only extreme 

compared with other episodes, in the Bussels No. 7A and Skirwith time-series. Because of a trend of 

decreasing levels from the start of the 1970s, groundwater levels at Lower Barn Cottage are lower in 

1973 than during the 1976 drought, which are simulated to have recovered following relatively high 

rainfall in 1974. The droughts of the 1970s are simulated to be more persistent in the Skirwith time-

series because of the associated high storage of the sandstone aquifer. 

The historical record of individual flood events within the UK is good (Black and Law, 2004). However, 

there is not a systematic review of persistent wet periods in the UK in the hydrological literature, 

similar to those undertaken for droughts. The wettest year over England during the period 1910–2013 

was 2012 for which the annual rainfall total was approximately 1125 mm (Met Office, 2014). The years 

1912, 1960, 2000 and 2002 were the other four wettest years over this 114-year period. 

Notable groundwater level maxima in the reconstructed records occur during 1947 and 1960. Records 

of severe flooding following rapid thawing of heavy snowfall in early 1947, and subsequent record 

rainfall in the March of that year (Risk Management Solutions, 2007), are consistent with the 

reconstructed groundwater levels. The third highest recorded rainfall total for England fell in 1960, 

and the simulated extreme groundwater level maxima in this year are consistent with this. 

To allow direct comparison of the reconstructed time- series across the sites the monthly Standardized 

Ground- water level Index (SGI) (Bloomfield and Marchant, 2013) was calculated for the simulated 

1910–2012 groundwater level time-series at each site. The SGI is a variant of the Standardized 

Precipitation Index (McKee et al., 1993; Edwards and McKee, 1997). It is estimated using a non- 

parametric normal scores transform of groundwater level data for each month. The monthly scores 

are then combined to form a continuous index. The SGI time- series are plotted in Figure 6 as a heat 

map, from which it is relatively straightforward to identify the spatial coherence of events, which 

events are more persistent, and the degree of autocorrelation in each series. The impacts of the 1933–

1934, 1973, 1976, 1992 and 1995–1997 droughts (in red) are clearly distinguishable across all sites as 

are the notably wet periods (in blue) of 1947 and 2000–2001. The longer memory in the Skirwith and 

Lower Barn Cottage observation borehole time-series, which monitor levels in high storage sandstone 

and Lower Greensand aquifers, respectively, is apparent, for example compared with the Chalk 

hydrograph of Chilgrove House. 

In addition to the SGI series for the reconstructed Chilgrove House record, the SGI series based on the 

observations is also shown. This again shows the good match between the reconstructed and 

observed levels at this site, although there are some small differences. For example, the 1933/1934 

drought is more severe, and the wet period of 2000/2001 not as intense, in the reconstructed record.  

The heat map highlights a feature of the modelled Skirwith hydrograph, which exhibits a period of 

higher levels between 1910 and the early 1930s. The question arises whether these modelled levels 

are accurate or whether they are an artefact of the modelling process, for example because of the 

availability of less, or poorer quality, climate data over this period. To explore this issue, without 



undertaking a full assessment of the contribution of rainfall uncertainty to simulated groundwater 

level uncertainty, which is beyond the scope of this paper, we additionally plot the groundwater level 

time-series as level-duration curves (LDCs) in Figure 7. LDCs are plotted for the best model for each 

site for the calibration/evaluation and reconstruction periods. Additionally for the Chilgrove House 

site a LDC is plotted for the observed groundwater levels over the reconstruction period. Comparison 

of the simulated and observed LDCs for the calibration/evaluation period again indicates the generally 

good fi t between the modelled and observed data. However, levels lower than approximately that of 

the 90th percentile of the distribution at Lower Barn Cottage are not simulated as accurately. The LDCs 

for the simulated calibration/evaluation and reconstruction periods are similar at Bussels No. 7A and 

Lower Barn Cottage. However, there are larger differences between these LDCs at Chilgrove House 

and Skirwith. At Skirwith the LDC shows that the range of groundwater levels is higher over the 

reconstruction period as are groundwater levels in general. Similarly, the LDC for Chilgrove House 

shows that simulated groundwater levels are higher over the reconstruction period. Comparison to 

the LDC for observed groundwater levels over the reconstruction period indicates that model error is 

more significant over the reconstruction period at this site. 

To assess if the reason for the difference in the LDCs at Chilgrove House and Skirwith is potentially 

because of differences in climate data, we plot kernel density plots (KDPs) for monthly rainfall and PET 

over the calibration/evaluation and reconstruction periods for the four sites in Figure 8. The shape of 

the two KDPs for PET are reasonably similar at each site. Mean PET is higher over the later 

calibration/evaluation period at all sites by between 2.3 and 3.4%, reflecting slightly warmer 

temperatures over the last 40 years. The difference in mean rainfall between the reconstruction and 

calibration/evaluation period is in the range 0.2 to 2.4% for all sites expect Chilgrove House, where 

the UKCP09 rainfall is 7.4% higher over the reconstruction period than over the calibration period. To 

test whether this higher rainfall could account for the simulated Chilgrove House levels being higher 

over the reconstruction period, we undertook a further simulation of the 1910–1969 period using an 

adjusted rainfall sequence. We bias-corrected the 1910–1969 rainfall using quantile mapping against 

the 1970–2012 series to generate a rainfall series with the same mean and distribution as that of the 

latter period. This produced simulated levels that are lower than those observed at all percentile 

points of the distribution (Table VI); the median reconstructed value decreased from 49.5 to 45.2 m 

a.s.l., compared with 46.8 m a.s.l. for the observed record. 

To further examine the difference between the simulated and observed levels over the reconstruction 

period at Chilgrove House we plot this error as an average annual time-series in Figure 9a. The model 

error is smaller after 1961, when the number of observations from the rain gauge network within a 

20 km radius of the borehole increased markedly (Figure 9c); 20 km is larger than the scale of the 

borehole catchments (Figure 2). It is clear from the KDP of rainfall and the change in the number of 

rainfall measurements over time that errors in the reconstructed levels at this site are in large part 

because of more limited rainfall data over the reconstruction period. Similar time-series of the number 

of rainfall measurements within a 20 km radius of the other three reconstructed sites are also plotted 

in Figure 9. It is likely that the paucity of rainfall measurement prior to 1961 at these other sites also 

introduces error into model, although this is not as easy to distinguish from a visual inspection of the 

level duration curves (Figure 7). Further work to assess how uncertainty in the rainfall data contributes 

to uncertainty in the reconstructed levels is required, particularly at the Skirwith site where the climate 

data distributions before and after the start of the observed groundwater level record are similar. This 

should include a consideration of sensitivities to both spatial and temporal (e.g. Price et al., 2014; 

Sapriza-Azuri et al., 2015) variability in driving climate data, but this was beyond the scope of this 

work. 



Conclusions 

Whilst there is increasing recognition of the bene fi t of long-term historical groundwater level 

observation to assess, for example future climate change within the context of past trends and 

variability, or the resilience of water resource systems to extreme events, few studies have proposed 

approaches to reconstruct historical groundwater levels. We have developed a methodology to do 

this, based on the use of a lumped conceptual groundwater model, AquiMod, driven by available 

gridded monthly rainfall and PET data, and applied it to six sites in the UK located on different aquifers. 

Because of its simplicity AquiMod runs quickly and has allowed the use of a Monte Carlo approach to 

calibrate and evaluate multiple models to historical observations and to assess model parameter 

uncertainty by using the GLUE method. Acceptable models of historical monthly ground- water levels 

were generated at four of the sites, with maximum NSE scores of between 0.84 and 0.93 over the 

calibration and evaluation periods. These models were then used to reconstruct levels back to 1910. 

Models of the two limestone sites, which have more irregular time- series because of the fractured 

nature of these aquifers, obtained maximum NSE scores of 0.70 and 0.77 over the calibration period. 

However, given the number of observations contained within the 5 and 95% GLUE uncertainty bounds 

(less than 67%) these models were not considered acceptable to use for reconstruction. Known 

historical droughts and wet periods in the UK are clearly identifiable in the reconstructed levels. At 

two of the sites (Chilgrove House and Skirwith) levels were simulated to be lowest in 1973 and 1976, 

which for Chilgrove House agrees with the observational data. At Bussels No. 7A the first and second 

ranked drought years are 1921 and 1934, the order of which is reversed at Lower Barn Cottage. 

Notable groundwater level maxima in the reconstructed record occur during 1947 and 1960, which 

correspond with knowledge about flood events during these years. Groundwater levels for Chilgrove 

House were reconstructed between 1910 and 1970 even though the observed record covers this 

period. This provided a further test of this model, which exhibited larger errors prior to 1961. This has 

been related to errors in the gridded rainfall dataset that was used, arising from the significantly lower 

number of rainfall measurements made within a 20km radius of this site prior to 1961. Further work 

is required to quantify the uncertainty of rainfall and PET gridded time-series data and to explore how 

this uncertainty propagates through to modelled groundwater levels. However, this was beyond the 

scope of this paper and will be the subject of future research. 
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Figures 

 

 

Figure 1. AquiMod model structure 

 



 

Figure 2. Observation borehole locations. Contains Ordnance Survey data © Crown Copyright and 

database rights [2016] 

 



 

Figure 3. Observed and simulated groundwater level time-series over calibration and evaluation 

periods 

 

 

Figure 4. Containment ratios of 5 and 95% likelihood-weighted prediction limits during calibration 

periods for varying thresholds of NSE applied in GLUE 

 



 

Figure 5. Reconstructed and observed groundwater level time-series. Notable drought (D, year) and 

wet (W, year) periods are identified on the upper panel 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Standard Groundwater level Index (SGI) heat map based on best calibrated models. For 

Chilgrove House both the reconstructed (R) and (O) series are plotted 

 



 

Figure 7. Simulated groundwater level (m a.s.l.) duration curves 

 



 

Figure 8. Kernel density plots of monthly rainfall and PET 

 



 

Figure 9. Mean annual error of the Chilgrove House model over the full simulation period (a), and 

time-series of the average number of rainfall measurements made each month within a 20 km 

radius of the four reconstructed sites (b – e) 


